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ContentsHow to Write an EssayQ211. Some parents give their children money on a monthly
basis. At what age should children receive an allowance and how much should they receive?
Q212. Who do you like the better, athletes or entertainers?Q213. Describe your most
unforgettable day. Why will you never forget this day?Q214. Who will you remember the most
after you finish school, your friends or your teachers?Q215. Describe your idea of a happy
lifeQ216. Which genre of books do you enjoy reading the most? Why?Q217. Which fruit do you
like the most? Why?Q218. What is your favorite TV show and why?Q219. What is your favorite
movie and why?Q220. Compare the advantages and the disadvantages of Smart PhonesQ221.
Which option is healthier, eating three large meals a day or eating four to five small meals a day?
Q222. If you could win a lot of money, how much would you win and why?Q223. We are
continuously learning and doing new things in life and often times we fail at our first attempt.
Describe your first attempt to gain something newQ224. Describe your ideal holiday resortQ225.
What is your biggest ambition in life?Q226. Which family member has influenced you the most?
Why is this person a positive or negative role model in your life?Q227. Where do you see
yourself in twenty years?Q228. What quality or qualities do you look for in a best friend?Q229.
Parents should be required to pay for their children’s university education. Do you agree or
disagree with this statement?Q230. Describe the qualities of a good citizen?Q231. What are the
most important qualities of a good teacher?Q232. What qualities does a good student have to
have?Q233. What would you change about your country opportunity?Q234. Do you agree or
disagree with the following statement? An eye for an eye. Why or why not?Q235. What is the
most important job or task you have ever had? Why was it important?Q236. What are the
advantages and disadvantages of studying abroad?Q237. Describe your dream job. Why is it
your dream job?Q238. At what age is it appropriate to allow a child to stay at home alone?Q239.
Some people say that the quality of a product is more important. Others say that the price of a
product is more important. Which statement do you agree with and why?Q240. How will you
help a foreigner learn about your country?

How to Write an Essay: OutlineOutline your argument and ideas in the following way so that you
can easily form an introduction paragraph. In order to write an essay in 25-30 minutes, you
should train yourself so that you can finish your outlines in 5-10 minutes. Here is how to do
so.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prompt



(question): “If you have an opportunity to send your child to study abroad, would you have him/
her educated in the US or in your home country?”1. Argument: I will have my child educated in
the United States.2. Support 1: My child can learn English better.3. Support 2: My child can
experience various languages and cultures.4. Support 3: My child can play sports.5. Thesis:
Since my child can be better educated in the United States, I will send him/her to study in the
United States. (argument+why)1. Argument: State your argument clearly.2. Support 1: Give
specific reasons and examples.3. Support 2: Give specific reasons and examples.4. Support 3:
Give specific reasons and examples.Good writers do not give similar reasons to support their
argument. In other words, their three reasons (supports) should be distinguishable from each
other.5. Thesis: Usually a thesis appears in the middle or at the end of the introduction. It has to
contain the rephrased main argument (should not be the same as the main argument) +
why.How to Write an Essay 1: Essay TypesIn general, there are four types of argumentative
(persuasive) essays.1) experience & example2) prefer3) agree/disagree4) compare and
contrast or advantages and disadvantagesWith the first three essays, it is easier to write a five
paragraph essay.5 paragraph essay (experience & example, prefer, agree/disagree)Intro – The
paragraph should be at least 3-5 sentences.Support 1 - The paragraph should be at least 3-5
sentences.Support 2 - The paragraph should be at least 3-5 sentences.Support 3 - The
paragraph should be at least 3-5 sentences.Conclusion-The paragraph should be at least 3-5
sentences.Sometimes it is easier to write a four paragraph essay.4 paragraph essay (compare
and contrast, advantages and disadvantages)Intro – The paragraph should be at least 3-5
sentences.Advantages-The paragraph should be at least 3-5 sentences.Disadvantages-The
paragraph should be at least 3-5 sentences.Conclusion-The paragraph should be at least 3-5
sentences.How to Write an Essay 2: IntroductionYour outline should easily become your
introduction without useless words.1. Argument: I will have my child educated in the US.2.
Support 1: My child can learn English better.3. Support 2: My child can experience various
languages and cultures.4. Support 3: My child can play sports.5. Thesis: Since my child can be
better educated in the US, I will send him/her to study in the US. (argument+why)Remember
this? With the above, we can now easily create a complete introduction.I will have my child
educated in the US. There are three reasons for this. First, my child can learn English better.
Second, my child can experience various languages and cultures. Third, my child can play
sports. Because my child can be better educated in the US, I will send him/her to study in the
US.As you see, I only added one sentence to it. It is underlined. Isn’t this simple?How to Write an
Essay 3: BodyAll we have to do is to write the support and give specific reasons, details, and
explanations.For example, First of all, my child can learn English better in the US than in Korea.
At school, my child will learn various subjects like Math, Science, Social Studies, Music, and Art
in English. Doing so, he/she can talk and write about various topics in English. Then after
school, my child will converse with others in English. his way, he/she will practice conversational
English.To explain, sentence is called the “topic sentence” and it contains the most important
information. Sentences , , , and contains specific examples and details that explain how the



child will learn English better. After sentence , you can write a sentence about your next
paragraph. However, this is not required.Got it? You can write the other two supporting
paragraphs the same way. Now, expand the second and the third paragraphs in your own
words.Second of all, my child can experience various languages and cultures in the US. (expand
this like paragraph 2 and write at least four more sentences.)Thirdly, my child can play various
sports in the US (expand this like paragraph 2 and write at least four more sentences.).How to
Write an Essay 4: ConclusionIn the conclusion, you have to rephrase, summarize, and conclude.
Here, you cannot simply copy the introduction. Instead, be creative. US education can benefit
my child in many ways. My child can master the English language, broaden his horizons, and
become more physically strong. Therefore, if I have an opportunity to have my child educated in
the US, I will not hesitate to send him abroad.In sentence , I rephrased the main
argument.Introduction -> Conclusionmain argument: I will have my child educated in the US. ->
US education can benefit my child in many ways.In sentence , I summarized the
supports.Supports: My child can learn English better. My child can experience various
languages and cultures. My child can play sports. -> My child can master English, broaden his
horizons, and become more physically strong.Point 3: I wrote the conclusion by rephrasing the
thesis.Thesis: As my child can be better educated in the US, I will send him/her to study in the
US.-> If I have an opportunity to have my child educated in the US, I will not hesitate to send him
abroad.How to Write an Essay: Sample EssayIf I have the opportunity, I will have my child
educated in the US. There are three reasons for this. First, my child can learn English better.
Second, my child can experience various languages and cultures. Third, my child can play
sports. Since my child can be better educated in the US, I will send him/her to study in the
US.First of all, my child can learn English better in the US than in Korea. At school, my child will
learn various subjects like Math, Science, Social Studies, Music, and Art in English. Doing so, he/
she can talk and write about various topics in English. Then after school, my child will converse
with others in English. This way, he/she will practice conversational English.Second of all, my
child can experience various languages and cultures in the US. Unlike Korea, one can
experience many different cultures and languages at a very close distance. For example, if my
child wants to learn Vietnamese and their culture, he/she can go to the Vietnamese community
and mingle there. If he/she wants to try the Italian cuisine, he/she can visit Little Italy. Moreover,
there are many different ethnic festivals and ceremonies that my child can visit locally in the
US.Thirdly, my child can play various sports in the US. Unlike most Korean schools, US schools
have excellent sports facilities. For example, many schools have swimming pools, football fields,
basketball gym, tennis courts, and many others. Moreover, these schools encourage students to
play sports. However, most Korean schools do not have such fine sports facilities and they
discourage students from playing sports.US education can benefit my child in many ways. My
child can master English, broaden his horizons, and become more physically strong. Therefore,
if I could have my child educated in the US, I will not hesitate to send him/her abroad.
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Tiff_Tito, “Packed full of information. This ebook is exactly what the titles says. It breaks down
how to write an essay from start to finish in plain terms. It gives many examples and sample
essays. As well as how to go about coming up with a topic. This is great for students of all kinds
and just as an refresher. The only con is the format at the beginning was not appealing on my
screen. Out her than that this is a good read for students.”

Igor  Pristoupa, “Five Stars. good and fast”

roberto, “Correcto. Util para realizar textos, puesto que te ofrece ideas. Ni mucho menos es el
mejor libro, puesto que en otros idiomas los he visto mucho mas estructurados pero en inglés,
de momento es lo único que he encontrado”

The book by Don L. Gates has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 7 people have provided feedback.
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